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The essence of judicial judgment is the process that the judge clarifies the meaning
hided in legal norm, concludes adjudication norm, and makes it equally compared to the
specified case fact and then draws a judgment conclusion. From this it can be said that, the
key parts which constitute judicial judgment include two parts, fact and norm. If you want
to know the process of judicial judgment clearly, first you must understand how the judge
deals with legal norm and case fact. In another word, judicial judgment must be travelling
among the norm and fact.
The purpose of this report is from the viewpoint of methodology of jurisprudence and
theory of judicial judgment, showing how the judge accomplishes sight back and forth
between fact and norm. Making the norm and fact in judicial judgment as the key analysis
viewpoint, this report is divided into two main parts. Part One is “norm and interpretation
in justice”, and Part Two is “fact and judgment in justice”. In each part, it is compiled with
the theme essays which are formed or published or still in conception of the author in
recent two years.
Part One, “norm and interpretation in justice” is compiled with essays on the topics
including origin interpretation, textualism, imaginative reconstruction and teleology
interpretation. The following propositions were tried to be demonstrated in these articles:
first, constitution interpretation is one kind of complex application process, and origin
interpretation and non-origin interpretation methods jointly consist of the tool box of
constitution interpretation; second, imaginative reconstruction can find relatively
reasonable legislative intent by reason and analogy, but because of selection problems on
summary degree, degree of difficulty on reconstructing historical conditions and value
selection problems, the essence of imaginative reconstruction is one kind of interpretation
method of “nature-valuation”; third, although textualism is the current mainstream
interpretation method, but it cannot validly limit the discretionary power from the judge as
well, even some extreme textualism will make this interpretation method lose flexibility;
fourth, by purpose deduction, it can help the judge solve hard cases, but teleology
interpretation method over estimates the institutional capability of court, and
underestimate complexity in legislative process and the generality of legislative intent















chargers; fifth, legal interpretation frame theory of Kelsen shows that, positivist
jurisprudence does not reject interpreting discretionary power, and his thoughts provided
one kind of useful reference for the legal interpretation theory in the ages of post
positivism.
Part two, “fact and judgment in justice” is compiled with articles on the topics
including some social sciences evidence, Chinese ancient typical case (“horse
assassinated”), legislative fact and administrative fact. Through these essays, this essay
tries to show the complexity for judicial judgment with fact problems, and at the same
time, talk about the feedback function of fact finding on legal interpretation. These articles
mainly demonstrate the following propositions: first, social sciences evidence can enter
into judicial judgment as legislative fact, judicial fact and social frame, but must be careful
law preposition and legal analysis in social science judgment; second, taking example of
the Chinese ancient famous case “horse assassinated”, we can find in the condition when
facts of a case were slur, how Chinese ancient judge solved the case with highly political
controversies, based on reason equitably used the technology of “comparison and
quotation”; third, legislative background information bears legislative fact, which
providing reliable guide for looking for legislative origin, but it is only the start point not
the final point in the process of legal interpretation; fourth, legal realism always describes
judicial judgment as judicial obliquity, however judicial obliquity is just only one part of
judicial prospect, and is connected with complex judicial action theory; fifth, taken the
representative case of American Clevron, the Administrative Law norm interpretation
cases put forward the famous “principle of judicial obey”, whose application means the
judge must respect administrative fact findings in the interpretation of the Administrative
Law norm.
The essence of judicature is judgment. According the understanding of norm and
drawing from the fact, we can find that judicial judgment is one kind of complex activity
return from fact and norm. Based on this standpoint, the final opinion of this essay is that,
we need one kind of more complex judicial judgment theory.
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